Helping to protect the jaguar.
We have a frequency of time on the river looking for the jaguars and other wildlife species
with our eco-tourism participants and at the same time collecting information on jaguar’s
behaviour as well as filming and photographing individual cats and getting the GPS
coordenaites to know what their territory is along the river wich is where the jaguars spend
more time. If this data collected helps us to organize our logistics with our boats linked with
radios to report back information of any jaguar sightings, footprints or any jaguar activity in
the area.

Why we protect the Jaguars?
When you protect the animals at the top of food chain you are protecting the entire ecosystem and Pantanal without jaguars, it would be sick Pantanal.

In the Pantanal we act as jaguar guardians, because we working as well as patrolling and
covering a huge area through the river lybirinth of Porto Jofre wich has the most dense
population of wild jaguars.
All our work regarding to the jaguar is donate to a non-profit organization (Panthera.org) that
is protecting the cats around the globe.

Our main goal in preserving these cat species is to learn more and have refined ideas where
to find the jaguars and have an expert team making sure all visitor come and see the cats.
As a base, we use an ecological accommodation ( Pantanal Jaguar Camp) wich is located at
Porto Jofre near Taquaral Creek .
A good news, the area we are looking for jaguars, they seem more calm and more and more
cubs are found in our tours in the last 8 years.
We have worked with creators of nature documentaries from the recently

for National Geographic
and BBC and Globo Television ( the main Brazilian channel) this year, and last year Discovery
Channel, Arte TV (franco-german TV) and hundreds of wildlife photographers and other
nature lovers (eco-tourists).

If you have any question regarding to the chances of seeing jaguars and where to find them or
how they usually behave in the area, please contact me at Ailton Lara on facebook or in my email address: ailton@pantanalnature.com.br who created this program of guiding the save
the animals in the Pantanal of Porto Jofre. For bookings contact Raquelle at
info@pantanalnature.com.br .

